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Summary

Omicron triggers higher volatility and flight to safe-haven currencies

• Market reaction to Omicron: Currency market participants have
reacted swiftly to the new Omicron variant. As a result, currency
volatility has surged c.60% since September (EURUSD volatility up
from 4% to 6.35%). Meanwhile, exporters and importers of
European goods and services have started to hedge their currency
exposure for 2022, especially EUR, RMB, GBP and AUD, which also
contributed to the FX volatility.

• Impact on currencies: Omicron sparked off a flight to safe-haven
currencies (USD, CHF and JPY), while commodity-linked currencies
(AUD, NZD, CAD and NOK) suffered from dropping oil prices
(-c.20% in November). RMB was the strongest currency in
November, underpinned by Chinese industrial firms’ rising profits
(+42.2% YoY to RMB 7.2tn in January-October 2021). We note
profits continued to grow for both Chinese state-owned industrial
firms and private-sector companies.

Main scenario

We expect RMB to remain strong versus USD and other currencies, on
the back of China’s solid economic fundamentals and its relative
resilience to the Omicron variant thanks to the country’s zero-Covid
tolerance policy. We believe USD will continue to benefit from its
safe-haven nature versus EUR, GBP and commodity currencies, like
AUD and CAD, until we have more clarity about the toxicity of the
Omicron variant. We also expect EUR and GBP to remain under
pressure in the short term as Europe fights the new Covid wave.

Risks

With US inflation above 5% since May and US GDP expanding 4.9%
YoY in Q3, the Fed may reduce its bond purchasing program faster
than initially expected or announce a more aggressive rate hike plan
than the +0.25% anticipated for the end of 2022 (effective Fed funds
rate at 0.07% currently). In this case, the greenback would likely
appreciate against major currencies like EUR, RMB, JPY, and GBP.

Macroeconomic data (US)

GDP annual growth* (2021F) 5.9%

Effective Fed funds rate 0.07%

Govt bond 10Y 1.43%

Inflation rate (Oct, YoY) 6.2%

Govt budget (2020, % of GDP) -14.9%

Balance of trade (Sep) -US$80.9bn
Source: Trading Economics, Yahoo Finance* UBS forecast as of 1 October 2021
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RMB
Outlook

Unlike most major currencies, which lost ground to the US dollar due
to the Fed’s tapering move and increased Covid-related uncertainties,
the renminbi appreciated 0.60% against the greenback in November.
We remain positive on the Chinese currency’s strength with respect to
the US dollar on the back of China’s strong trade balance and solid
economic growth outlook.

Moreover, we think China’s zero-tolerance policy towards Covid-19
makes it more resilient to a potential surge in infection cases globally
due to the new Omicron variant.

Risks

A spread of the Evergrande crisis to China’s property and financial
sectors would lift the USDRMB pair. China’s handling of the crisis
remains a key factor to monitor.

Macroeconomic data (China)

GDP annual growth* (2021F) 8.2%

Base interest rate 2.20%

Govt bond 10Y 2.89%

Inflation rate (Oct, YoY) 1.5%

Govt budget (2020, % of GDP) -3.7%

Balance of trade (Oct) US$84.5bn
Source: Trading Economics, Yahoo Finance

USD/RMB (30 November 2021) 6.3870

Month to date -0.60%

Year to date -2.1%

Last 12 months -2.9%

Purchasing Power Parity -

RMB
Long-term trend

↗

* UBS forecast as of 1 October 2021
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EUR
Outlook

The euro weakened 3.3% against the US dollar in November following
the Fed’s tapering decision and amid increased global uncertainty due
to the new Omicron variant. Although in the short term a potential
new wave of Covid infections and new restrictions around the world
could further push EURUSD down and sooner-than-expected rate
hikes in the US would likely support the USD, we believe the
greenback remains in a long-term bearish trend given the US’
structural budget and commercial deficits and the world’s de-
dollarization trend. Moreover, we expect the euro – as an exporter
currency – to strongly benefit from the global post-pandemic
recovery.

Risks

A much slower economic recovery in Europe than in the US would
encourage the European Central Bank (ECB) to maintain its dovish
stance and weaken the euro vis-à-vis the greenback.

Macroeconomic data (Eurozone)

GDP annual growth* (2021F) 5.1%

ECB deposit facility rate -0.50%

Govt bond 10Y (Germany) -0.33%

Inflation rate (Nov, YoY) 4.9%

Govt budget (2020, % of GDP) -7.2%

Balance of trade (Sep) €7.3bn
Source: Trading Economics, Yahoo Finance

EUR/USD (30 November 2021) 1.1293

Month to date -3.3%

Year to date -8.2%

Last 12 months -5.7%

Purchasing Power Parity 1.34

EUR
Long-term trend

↗

* UBS forecast as of 1 October 2021
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GBP
Outlook

Although the increased global uncertainty due to the emergence of
the new – potentially more contagious – Omicron variant has
underpinned safe-haven currencies, in particular the US dollar, in the
short term, we believe the pound will benefit from the global
economic recovery given its procyclical nature, thus lifting the
GBPUSD pair in the longer term.

Risks

A delayed global recovery, an aggravation of the Covid pandemic, and
stronger trade frictions with the EU would all have a negative impact
on the pound.

Macroeconomic data (UK)

GDP annual growth* (2021F) 7.0%

Base interest rate 0.1%

Govt bond 10Y 0.84%

Inflation rate (Oct, YoY) 4.2%

Govt budget (FY20-21, % of GDP) -14.9%

Balance of trade (Sep) -£2.8bn
Source: Trading Economics, Yahoo Finance

GBP/USD (30 November 2021) 1.3315

Month to date -3.5%

Year to date -2.3%

Last 12 months -0.1%

Purchasing Power Parity 1.64

GBP
Long-term trend

↗

* UBS forecast as of 1 October 2021
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JPY

Macroeconomic data (Japan)

GDP annual growth* (2021F) 2.5%

Base interest rate -0.1%

Govt bond 10Y 0.06%

Inflation rate (Oct, YoY) 0.1%

Govt budget (2020, % of GDP) -12.6%

Balance of trade (Oct) -¥67.4bn
Source: Trading Economics, Yahoo Finance

USD/JPY (30 November 2021) 113.80

Month to date +0.2%

Year to date +10.4%

Last 12 months +9.3%

Purchasing Power Parity 72.0

JPY
Long-term trend

↘

* UBS forecast as of 1 October 2021

Outlook

The USDJPY pair is largely influenced by the direction of US Treasury
yields and interest rates as well as market sentiment. With the Fed
starting to taper its bond purchasing program and likely to raise rates
next year, we believe the Japanese yen will continue to depreciate
with respect to the US dollar in the coming 12 months.

Risks

An unexpected change in the Bank of Japan’s (BoJ) monetary policy to
a more hawkish stance would support the Japanese yen.
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AUD

Macroeconomic data (Australia)

GDP annual growth* (2021F) 4.0%

Base interest rate 0.1%

Govt bond 10Y 1.65%

Inflation rate (Q3, YoY) 3.0%

Govt budget (2020, % of GDP) -4.3%

Balance of trade (Oct) A$11.2bn
Source: Trading Economics, Yahoo Finance

AUD/USD (30 November 2021) 0.7146

Month to date -5.1%

Year to date -7.1%

Last 12 months -3.4%

Purchasing Power Parity 0.72

AUD
Long-term trend

↗

* UBS forecast as of 1 October 2021

Outlook

Like other commodity-linked currencies, the Aussie dollar has been
significantly affected by the threat of the new Omicron variant
(AUDUSD down 5.1% in November). Although the US dollar is likely to
remain strong in the short term as a safe-haven currency, we expect
the AUD to benefit from the growing demand for commodities as the
world eventually comes out of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Risks

The Australian dollar would be further affected if new restrictions
were put in place to curb the spread of new variants. A further
deterioration of Australia-China relations would also exert downside
pressure on the AUDUSD pair.
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CAD

Macroeconomic data (Canada)

GDP annual growth* (2021F) 7.6%

Base interest rate 0.25%

Govt bond 10Y 1.49%

Inflation rate (Oct, YoY) 4.7%

Govt budget (2020, % of GDP) -15.9%

Balance of trade (Sep) C$1.9bn
Source: Trading Economics, Yahoo Finance

Outlook

As global uncertainty increased with the emergence of the new
Omicron variant, the safe-haven US dollar has strengthened against
commodity-linked currencies, like the Canadian dollar (USDCAD up
3.2% in November). Nonetheless, we remain positive on global
growth prospects in the longer term and expect the CAD to be a major
beneficiary of the global post-pandemic recovery as growing demand
drives up commodity prices.

Risks

The loonie remains highly dependent on global energy demand and,
as such, new restrictions due to an aggravation of the pandemic
would curb the appreciation of the Canadian dollar.

USD/CAD (30 November 2021) 1.2738

Month to date +3.2%

Year to date -0.1%

Last 12 months -1.9%

Purchasing Power Parity 1.23

CAD
Long-term trend

↗

* UBS forecast as of 1 October 2021
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CHF

Macroeconomic data (Switzerland)

GDP annual growth* (2021F) 3.3%

Base interest rate -0.75%

Govt bond 10Y -0.25%

Inflation rate (Nov, YoY) 1.5%

Govt budget (2020, % of GDP) -2.6%

Balance of trade (Oct) CHF4.4bn
Source: Trading Economics, Yahoo Finance

USD/CHF (30 November 2021) 0.9229

Month to date +1.2%

Year to date +4.7%

Last 12 months +2.1%

Purchasing Power Parity 0.83

CHF
Long-term trend

↘

* UBS forecast as of 1 October 2021

Outlook

The Swiss National Bank (SNB) is likely to maintain its policy rate of
-0.75% – the lowest in the world – for the years to come. Meanwhile,
we believe the US dollar will become increasingly attractive in
comparison to the Swiss franc as the Fed further tapers its bond
purchasing program before hiking rates. As a result, we expect the
CHF to weaken with respect to the USD in the coming year.

Risks

An unexpected hawkish shift in the SNB’s policy stance would support
the Swiss franc. Yet, the SNB is unlikely to move before the ECB.
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Who We Are

SystematicEdge is a Financial Services firm that provides
Investment and Currency Management Solutions

SystematicEdge is an Investment Management firm based in Hong Kong, 
partnering with Privium Fund Management, an Anglo-Dutch institutional 
Asset Manager with over US$ 3 billion in AUM. Privium is regulated in 
Hong Kong (SFC), Singapore (MAS), London (FCA), Amsterdam (AFM) and 
Luxembourg (CSSF).
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